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(/, ii9 il9 ... = 1, ..., n; it S h ^ —5/ - 1» •••>
 m)- W e shall use the following 
convention: If a multiindex / = it ... /s is only a reordering of a non-decreasing 
multiindex / ' = // ... is (i{ =" ... S *s)>
 w e P u t 
y[ = yL.xs = yJr = yL.ii-
Also, we employ the advantageous multiindex notation illustrated by the examples 
| / | = s , | / | - r , 1̂ 1 - l A I + ... + |/,|, 
/ / = /i\ ... /s, / / = (/, Ii9 ..., / r) , 
d* f = dx f i A ... A dxia, G as /^ f = a/a f i o ... o a/a i'% 
ava*1 = avax11... a***, ar = a t l o... o a l V <y£ = G>£ A ... A G>£, 
where / = it ... /s, / = Jt ...Jr are multiindices and */ = (/j, ..., /r) is a multi-
index of multiindices. 
We consider only functions and differential forms dependent C°°«smoothly on 
a finite number of the above variables. Especially, we have the contact forms 
coi = dj^ — ILyjjdx* and the base forms dxl. Denoting by <PrtS the space of 
r-contact (r + syforms 
(V) (p-lft'co^Adx1 ( | / | = s , | / | = r , J ^ = (A,. . . , / r)) , 
the space $ of all differential forms on the space /°° is the direct sum of these 
spaces $rt9. 
Since d(o*t = —Sco^ A dx
l
9 the exterior differential maps every space #r#f into 
the direct sum # f+i,s © # r,s+i- We get two commuting differentials 
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(2) 5 :#,, .->#,+ ,,., a : * ' . » - * # r , s + 1 , d = 5 + a. 
They are explicitly determined by W ** Xdf/dyi. <oJj9 df^ZdJ.dx*, da>{ = 
« <$ dxi = 3 dx1 ss 0, 3<J^ = -Ecu/, A dx\ where 
(3) « i - T 7 + 2 j * - a 
a*' '" dyj 
are the formal derivative operators. 
At last, let 3S (s = 1, ..., n) be the space of all s-forms dependent only on the 
variables x1, ..., x", and denote by i various inclusion mappings. The main result 
of the paper [1] asserts that the diagram (4) is an exact double complex, with an 
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2. Setting of the problem. We will consider the diagram (4) under the presence 
of certain relations among the coordinates., So, let /, (i varies in an index set) be 
given functions on the space J 0 0 ; we try to restrict the diagram (4) to the subset 
ĴQO c jroo COJ1sisting of all points where the functions /, vanish. Assuming the 
differentials d/4 linearly independent at every point of R™, the meaning of the 
restriction of the spaces # r t S , Ss to the subset JR
00 is quite clear, however, some 
ambiguities concerning the differentials <5, d still remain. 
At this place, we remind the following property of the exterior differential d: 
If a form tp identically vanishes as a consequence of certain relations/ SE 0 (denote 
this fact briefly by q>~ -= 0), then (dq>)~ -** 0, too. Now, we will impose the require­
ment that <p~ :• 0 implies in addition also (Bq>Y = 0. Owing to d = 8 + 5, the 
last condition is equivalent to (<ty)~ *= 0. It is clear that, under this requirement, 
the differentials 59 8 turn into intrinsic operators on the set R
w: If <p .«• iff on R*°9 
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then 8<p = d\j/, d<p = dij/ on i?00, too. As a result, the restriction of the diagram (4) 
to i?°° makes a sense. 
The above requirement may be simplified as follows: The space * is generated 
by contact forms, base forms and functions. Since do>{ » dco} and d dx1 = dd*f 
(= 0), it is sufficient to require that the relation/" = 0 implies (df)~ « 0, for 
every function/. But the condition/" = 0 means that/lies in the ideal with gene-
rators/ (i.e./ = Eg, / , finite sum). Therefore, it is sufficient to require (df)~ = 0. 
Supposing in addition (d*1 A ...A dxn)~ # 0 everywhere on i?00, the last require-
ment is equivalent with the condition (dj)~ s 0, for all i, i. 
The result admits a nice interpretation in terms of differential equations. 
Assign to every function/(= f(xr, ..., yj, ...)) the differential operator «F, 
(Fz)(x\ ...) = / ( x \ ..., a ' " z V , ...)/3x', ...), 
acting on w-tuples of functions zJ(xx9 ..., x
n) (j = 1, ..., m). Then the above 
conditions may be expressed by saying that the system of partial differential 
equations «̂ *f = 0 (operator !F\ corresponds to the function / ) is closed (passive, 
formally integrable). That means, all equations d&\z/dxi = 0 are merely the 
algebraic consequences of the system 3F% = 0. 
Denoting by (4)" the restriction of the double complex (4) to the set K*>, we 
are able to outline the main results of the present part of the paper as follows: 
All rows of (4)~ are locally exact. All columns of(4)~, with he exceptions of the 
above mentioned bottoms, are locally exact if we deal with a system of essential 
order <£ 0. All homology classes appearing in the columns of (4)~ are expressible 
by differential forms in dxl, ..., dxn, dy1, . . . , d j m if we deal with an involutive 
system. In any case, the behavior of the rows depends only on homology of i?00, 
but the columns reflect certain deep algebraic and analytic properties of the system 
under consideration. 
Although these results are very natural and important for certain applications, 
they are not quite strong for proving the converse statements. We shall postpone 
this question to the second part of the present paper. Note that the local exactness 
mentioned above is means in the sheaf sense: A complex ... -» U-^+V-^W-* ... 
of sections of certain bundles over a space Y is called locally exact in the term V, 
if for every a e V, VOL = 0 near a point y e Y, there exists ft 6 U, ufi = 0 near y. 
The remaining concepts used above will be precised in the main text. 
NOTES ON HOMOLOGY 
3. Tensor spaces. We come out with a finite-dimensional and non-trivial real 
k - v . 
vector spaces V, „X the tensor power spaces ® T, the spaces of symmetric 
k , ft 
tensors o r , the spaces of skew-symmetric tensors AT, and the corresponding dual 
k k k 
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spaces V*, T*, ®T*, OT*, AT*. All these tensor spaces are defined to be R for 
the case k = 0, and to consists of the single zero vector if k < 0. The bilinear 
duality form will be allways denoted by <• | •>. 
We shall use the operations of tensor multiplication, contraction, symmetrisa-
tion Sf and alternation si. The spaces of symmetric and skew-symmetric tensors 
are considered as subspaces of the relevant tensor product space. An illustration 
by few examples: If X, Ye T, £, rj e T*, then 
2 2 
«9%X® F) = X® F + F ® X = XO F e O T c ®T, 
2 2 
J^(X® F) = X® Y - 7 ® X = XA / G A f c ®T, 
<X® YK®^> = <XK><7|//>, 
<XO F | £ G >/> = 2«XK> <FU> + <X| rj> <F | £», 
<XA F K A t]) = 2«X | O <FU> - <XU> <F | O). 
There is an outstanding tensor, the identity tensor Id e T ® Z*. It corresponds 
to the identity mapping id: T~> T, T* -> T*. If we choose dual bases Xl5 ..., Xn 
in the space Tand l1, ..., |„ in the space T*, then Id == E X£ ® | , . At last, denoting 
k n-k 
I T\ = X! A ... A X„, we remind the operator -J | T\ : A T* -> A T defined by 
»-* 
<ot -J |T | | j3> s <| T | | a A j8>, fontall j )eA T*. It depends on very mildly 
the choice of the basis and possesses the inverse operator -J | T* |. 
4. Definitions. We introduce a mapping 
J + l s I s + l 
A" : V ® ( ® T*) ® (® T*) -~» V ® (® T*) ® ( ® T*), 
(/, s are arbitrary integers), the result of the composition 
{Z ® (£0 ® ... ® id ® (tix ® ... ® rjs)} -+ {...} ® Id -> 
~» E<J.T, | £0> Z ® (^ ® ... ® {,) ® (f* ® >h ® ... ® >/s). 
(The first mapping is a tensor multiplication, the second one is a couraction.) 
The Spencer differential d" is defined by the composition 
I + l s J + l s 
d" : V® (G T * ) ® ( A T * ) c V® ( ® T ) ® ( ® T ) - ^ > 
4 F ® (®T*) ® ( ® T*) C - i d ®^-> V ® (OT*) ® (*A T*), 
where Cis an unimportant constant; we choose C = l//!s!, for certainty. If certain 
t s 
linear subspaces E* c V® (or*) ® (AT*) (/, s are arbitrary integers) satisfying 
d"El+1 c Els+1 are given, then the Spencer homology groups H\(E) arise from the 
complexes 
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EU + s): . .^CI-V^^U.. . . 
We introduce a mapping 
I s + l J + l s 
A' V* ® (®F) ® ( ® T) -* V* ® ( ® T) ® (®T), 
the result of the composition 
K ® (Xt ® ... ® Xt) ® (Y0 ® ... ® Ys)} -+ {...} ® Id -+ 
-> K Y o U , ) f ® (Xf ® X, ® ... ® X,) ® (Yx ® ... ® Ys). 
The Koszul differential 8' is defined by the composition 
I s + l l s + l 
8': V* ® (OF) ® ( A T) c V* ® (®F) ® ( ® T) - > 
^> V* ® ('® T) ® (®F) C i d @ ^ _ V* ® ( ' o T) ® (AF), 
l s 
where we choose C = 1//! s!. If certain linear subspaces Fs
l c V* ® (OT) ® (AT) 
satisfying d'F'+1 c Fs
l+1 are given, then 8' naturally induces a mapping between 
l 5 
the factor-spaces Fls = V* ® (OF) ® (AF)/F', again denoted by 5', and the 
Koszul homology groups Hls(F) arise from the complexes 
F(l + sy....-+F'sl\^F's^F'st\-*... 
We introduce a mapping 
J s 1+1 s + l 
A: V* ® (® F) ® (® F*) -+ V* ® ( ® F) ® ( ® F), -
the result of the composition 
{C ® (X! ® ... ® Xt) ® « x ® ... ® Q} - {...} ® Id -
- ZC ® (X( ® X! ® ... ® X,) ® (h ® ^ ® ... ® Q. 
The Dedecker differential 8 is defined by the composition 
I s l s 
8: V* ® (OF) ® (AF*) c V* ® (®F) ® (®T*) -U 
-U v* ® (® T)® (® r*) C l d ^ ^ _ V* ® ( o r)® (V r*). 
« s 
If certain linear subspaces G\ c V* ® (OF) ® (AF*) satisfying 8G\ a GUI a r e 
given, then 8 naturally induces a mapping between the factor-spaces Gls = 
l s 
= V* ® (OT) ® (AT*)/Glri again denoted by 5, and the Dedecker homology 
groups Hls(G) arise from the complexes 
G ( / + n _ s ) : . . . _> G£-I _* <* _>. G;+I _ ... 
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5. A comparison. The Spencer and Koszul homologies are mutually dual. So, 
A" and A' are adjoint mappings, {-A" (•> = <•) A'-}, and d\ d' are adjoint, too. 
Moreover, if we come out with the subspaces Els relevant to the Spencer homology, 
I s 
then the orthogonal complements F] = Els
L (consisting of all a € V* ® (OT) ® (A.T) 
which satisfy <a | /?> == 0, for all p e Els) determine the factor-spaces F*s with the 
dual homology groups: Hls(E) = H
l
s(F)*. Reversely, one may start with the Koszul 
homology as well and determine the dual Spencer homology. 
A close link between Koszul and Dedecker homology follows from the com-
mutative diagram 
I s l+l s+i 
v ® ( o r ) ® (AT*) U V* ® ( O T) ® ( A T*) 
|id®id®«J|T| I (-l)*id<8)id®_||T| 
V* ® (OT) ® ( A T) ^> V* ® ( O T) ® ( A T). 
The correspondence is determined by Fls = (id ® id ® -J | T\) G
l
n^s, and then 
Hls(F) = H*„S(G). 
6. Long exact sequence. Owing to the preceeding section, we shall deal only with 
the Koszul homology. Then we may consider the short exact sequence (5) of 
complexes, 
(5) Ï + S 
0 0 0 0 
Y Y Y Y 
F(l + s): . .. - > / < s + 1 —>ЃS — > F S - ! 
Y Y Y Y 
K(l + s):. __v ь ^ í "
1 Èl^ %rl <Ĺ^ * " ' + -
• ~* ^ s ł l — > A s — > Л s - i 
Y Y Y Y 
Ғ(/ + s):. 
Y Y Y Y 
0 0 0 0 
I S 
where we denote Kls = F*® (oT) ® (AJ
1)'. This gives the long exact sequence 
of homologies of the row complexes: 
... -+ H[l\(K) - Hl-\(F) -+ H[(F) - H[(K) ->... 
The middle row of the diagram (5)'+ s (/ + s # 0) is exact, being a homogeneous 
component of the famous Koszul resolution. That-means, H%(K) = V*, H\(K) = 0 
for other /, s. Then the above long exact sequence gives the isomorphisms 
Hl,t\(F) m Hl„(F) for / + s # 0, and the exact sequence 0 -* H0(F) --> V* -* 
-+//°(F)->0. 
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It follows that #0'(F) = 0 (/ #,0), #0
+1(F) = #/(F) (/ ^ ~1). In particular, 
H[(F) = 0 (/ ^ -1 ) if and only if d': F{ -* F0
+ 1 is a surjective mapping. 
7. A classical case. We shall suppose that Fj = F0 ® (AT), for all /, s. This is 
s 
equivalent with the isomorphism Fls = F0 ® (AT). In this case, the direct sums 
F0 = F%® Fl® ..., F0 = F% ® Fl ® ... are ®F-modules with the multiplica-
tion defined by the differential d': Fj ® F = F/ -> F0
+1, a': F0' ® J = F-
1 -> F 0
+ 1 . 
But in fact, we get oF-modules, owing to the identity d'2 = 0. Moreover, F0 = 
i 
= ®(V* ® (oF))/F0 is a factor-module. 
We state here the important result that #'(F) = 0 for all sufficiently large / 
and refer to [4] for a simple proof. 
Suppose in addition that #[(F) = 0, and remind the result #0
f(F) = 0 (/ # 0) 
from Sectiop 6. It follows that 
0 -»Fj -»F?-*0 
is an exact complex, and we have an isomorphism F% => F*£. Using this result, 
2 
F° = F%® T®(AT)-+Fl = F2® F ^ F ^ O 
is an exact complex. By comparing with the Koszul resolution K(2), we have an 
2 
isomorphism F% == F% ® (oT). Analogously, * 
2 2 
F\ = F% ® T® (AF) - F\ = F% ® (OF) ® T-+ F* ~* 0 
3 
is^an exact complex, and K(3) gives an isomorphism F0 = F% ® (OF). Continuing 
in this way, one can derive F0 = F^ ® (o r ) , hence Fj =- P£ ® (OF) ® (AF), 
Hl(F) = F%, Hl(F) = 0 for other /, s. 
NOTES ON JET SPACES 
8. Jets of sections. A manifold M is a fibered manifold with base B and 
projection %, if % : M ~* B is a surjective mapping with tangent mappings also 
surjective at every point of M. The submanifolds n~l(t), teB, axe fibers, the map-
pings a : B -* M with the property % o a = id are sections. 
We shall consider the fibered manifolds / ' (/ =* 0, 1, ...) oil-jets of sections with 
base B and projections %l : J1 -* 2?; we identify J° = Af, n° = n. There are 
mappings np : / ' ~» /
p , / > j?, possessing the obvious transitivity properties. This 
permits to introduce the space 700 = lim J1 (the inverse limit) of co-jets of sections, 
i *~~ 
and the mappings np = lim TTJ, : /°° -* 7*. 
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The relationship between sections and jets can be briefly expressed by using 





m on the space M and tl9 ...9t
n 
on B9 for which n*^ s x*. Then there exist certain local coordinates 
x\y{(i = h ..,n9I = ix ... is9it <» ... ^ / s ,s = 0, ...,/) 
on the space J\ and similar coordinates on J00 with s unlimited from above. The 
mappings nl9 np9 np arise by a simple omitting of relevant coordinates. Every 




and the prolonged sections jla9 j




we use the convention of Section 1. 
All functions and differential forms will depend only on a finite number of the 
above variables. That means, C^TV0 0) = limC00(7i,co*T*Ji)J direct limit, where 
C50, T*, 7i|°, is the functor of taking sections, cotangent bundle, and pull-back, 
respectively. On the contrary, the vector fields on the space J00 may depend on 
all variables: C^CTJ00) = limC^Ttf^TJ'). Such a vector field Z admits a local 
expression 
(6) Z = lZi^~ + Xz
JJ~- + Ez/, - i - + ..., 
axf oy ' 3 ^ 
in terms of formal infinite series; zi9 z{ are arbitrary functions. 
A contact form co e C^CTV00) is defined by the property 0'°°(T)* G> SS 0, for 
all sections a. These forms are locally generated by the forms (o{ of Section 1. 
Following Section 1, we also introduce the spaces $rs of r-contact (r + s)-forms 
and the differentials b9 d. A form (pe<PFtS looks like (1) in every adgpted local 
coordinate system, and the differentials satisfy (2), being locally defined by the 
formula stated in Section 1. 
9. Filtrations. The first filtration 
0 = U $l Z> Z> &l+1 Z> &l Z> 3 # ° Z > C f t ~ 1 = 0 - 5 
is determined by the spaces $\iS consisting of all forms q> withfjj»* ?= 0 (|«/1 > /) 
in local expression (1). The second filtration 
<*>,,. - u#»>. => ... =» *£+1>=> * » =» ... = #£>=> C 1 ^ 0 => -
is given by the spaces # ^ of forms cp which coefficients fy#/ in the formulae (1) 
depend only on the variables **, y}, (| / ' | <; I — I ̂  I; we put/}'1 ^Qifl<\J\). 
In Xhe third filtration 
• r . f - U # J « 3 . . . 3 # » #
+ l 3 3 # W 3 . . . 3 ^ 3 < P j ^ ^ 0 3 . . . 
SO 
appear spaces #£,J of all fonrs cp with/jJ,J dependent only on the variables x\ yf 
\I'\ £ I) and expressible only by the forms dx\ (D{, (\T\ £ I). 
The differential d inducer certain maps # ' , s-^ #'+/+!, *J!» ~* #r!s+i» again 
denoted by d; the differential 8 induces certain maps #J|3S -* #[+!,,. Beside this, 
there are another induced operators, but they behave too badly for our aims. 
Note that the above filtrations possess an invariant meaning, cf. Appendix. 
10. Direct decompositions. The tangent bundle T/00 = lim n? *TJl admits the 
direct decomposition T/°° = H/00 ® V/°° into the horizontal bundle H/00 and 
the vertical bundle V/00. Here, H/°° consists of all vectors Z satisfying co(Z) s 0 
for every contact form co. The natural projection n% : H/00 -* TB (n£ = lim A*, 
TT* : T/1 -» T5) is an isomorphism at every point of /°°. Consequently, H/00 may 
be identified with the pull-back 7i°°*FB. Locally, H/00 is generated by the vector, 
fields (2) and the above isomorphism is determined by the correspondence d{o 
o d/dtK The bundle V/°° consists of all vectors Z tangent to the fibers. They 
look like (6) with zt = 0. 
The cotangent bundle T*/°° = lim n?T*Jl decomposes into the dual direct 
sum T*/00 = H*/00 ® V*/00. Here, the space H*/00 may be identified with 
7r°°*T*£, a n d v*/
00 = limn?*V*Jl, where V*Jl are the bundles of covectors 
locally expressible by the forms a>{ (\ 11 £ /) restricted to the fibers. We shall 
denote these restrictions by £{, for clarity. 
At this place, we must remind the well-known exact sequence 
0 -• rc^V*/1-1 --> n?*V*Jl -U C00((7t0
c*V*M) ® (TT00* OTB)) -+ 0, 
where we put V*/1 = 0 (/ < 0), and the projection j is locally determined by 
r 
Ki = CJ ® (O dul/dtJ). After tensoring by TT00 * A T*B and applying the functor C00, 
we obtain the exact sequence 
I s 
0 -* &i.$ -> * i . . ~> C°°«*V*M ® n°°*((oTB) ® (AT*J9)) -> 0 
appearing in the exact commutative diagram v 
0 -* *ff / -> $i s i > C°°(V*M ® (OTB) ® (AT*ff) -» 0, 
<7) f I0' . I 
0 -> * i , s - i -> *it/+i - ^ C°°(V*M ® ( O TB) ® ( A T*5) -+ 0, 
where we simplify the notation by omitting certain pull-backs which express only 
the simple fact that all bundles are considered over the base /°°. Using the above 
formulae for the projection j , one can easily verify that the induced operator in the 
third column arises from certain vector bundle mapping 
V*M ® (OTJ5) ® (AT*B) --> V*M ® ( o TB) ®(A T*B); 
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the simplified notation does not express the fact that these bundles are taken over 
the base J00. Denoting by V » (V*M)„ T •* (T£)y, T* = (T*5)y the fibers Over 
a point ys J™, the above vector bundle mapping when restricted to these fibers 
coincides (up to sign) with the Dedecker differential. 
NOTES ON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
11. Regular and closed systems. A system of partial differential equations consists 
of certain conditions 0'°°^)*/* s 0 ; / , are given functions, / varies in certain index 
set. A.section a satisfying these condition is a solution. An intrinsic approach 
employs the subset R™ c J00 consisting of all points in which the functions f§ 
vanish; a solution a is characterised by (/°°<x) (t) e R™, for all t e B. We shall deal 
with regular systems, that means, we shall suppose that every set Rl = n™R*° is 
a fibered manifold over the base B (projection nl) and also over the base Rp = 
•» n^R™ (I ;> p; projection nlp). Moreover, the condition (j**a)*f= 0 implies 
0 - d(r*)*f * (J*3*)* df = (ra)* df = X(j«>a)* df. dt\ 
so we may (and shall) suppose that together with every functionf vanishing on R™, 
also the functions df vanish on i?°°. These are the closed systems. 
Using the regularity assumption, we may restrict the differential forms from the 
space # to the subset R™. Namely, there are exact sequences 
o-(y; i to,-«.),-->«*),-o 
over every point y e -R00, where WlrfS is the subspace of all forms from $
l
rtS vanishing 
on R™ and Wlrs is the corresponding factor-space. It is exactly the last factor-
space which may be considered as the space of all differential forms from $JS 
restricted to R°°. We may also consider the spaces W^s = j ^ , , W™s = j#£'
]
s. 
These spaces determine certain filtrations of the space #rfS. Then, reasonings 
similar to that of the Section 2 show that the closedness is equivalent with the fact 
that 8, d are intrinsic operators on i?00. By another words, d induces certain' 
mappings 
W —». W Wl .-*, fflrl+l M/(I) ra(J+l) 
Yr,s^ * r , s + l > *r,s^ * r , s + l > *r,s^ ^ r . s + l 
again denoted by d; 8 behaves analogously. 





(8) id ¥ I 
o^w^^wZU^rUt^o, 
where the spaces in the third column admit a better interpretation then a mere 
factor-spaces as they appear in (8). (These spaces cannot be obtained by a formal 
n 
application of the projection j on the third column of (7).) Namely, these spaces 
appear in the commutative and exact diagram (9) 
0 0 0 
i i ' i 
o - y'.;.1 *[-J ———• _ t ; - o 
£ i ' I ' 
( 9 ) o -+ y ' 1 ( , • *' . , , • «p' 1 ( , - > o 
jj j l 
_ l s 
o - • r's - C»(V*M ® (orB) ® (A T*_?)) - • rj -> o 
i i i 
0 0 0 
taken over __". Here, the spaces 9llf, (consisting of certain forms vanishing on the 
tangent spaces of __°°) are generated by the forms 
(10) a = <5/A dx1 = _. ef/dy{.. co{. A dx1, 
where / is an arbitrary function of the variables x', y{. ([!'[_{I) which vanish 
on __°°. It follows that the space T\ is generated by the projections 
(11) ja = _ 8f/ey{.. & ® (G d'/dt*") A (d.') • (I / ' | = /). 
Owing to the regularity assumptions, Pj = C°°(_y), where G\ is a vector bundle, 
i _ 
subbundle of the bundle V*M ® (oT_.) ® (AT*2_), locally generated by the tensor 
i J 
fields (11). Consequently, r\ = C°°(GJ), where .J = V*A_" ® (oTi.) ® (KT*B)/G[ 
is a factor-bundle. 
Note that beside the clarification of the spaces r[ we have verified that the 
fibers of the bundles G\, G\ (considered as a vector spaces dependent on the para-
meter y e i?00) are exactly the spaces of the classical type of Section 7. 
12. Homology of systems. The diagram (8) is a constituent part of the short 
exact sequence (12) of complexes. 
0 0 0 0 
i i i i 
V(l + n - 1): 0 !P'r. -->" V\ i -V .. --> ^ T 1 - 0 
i i ' i' i ' 
(12)'+" V(l + n): 0-» _*i „ --> ¥\\l U...\y»+; -+ 0 
j .4.- " j i ' 
T(/+n): o->r'0 -> _*+-_*....•_*. f«+- - o 
0 0 0 o 
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We already know that r\ = Ca0(Gt8) and that the mappings in the lowest row of (12) 
are induced by Dedecker differentials operating between the fibers of the bundles G\ 
with base Rm. By another words, T(/ + n) == C°°(G(/ 4- ri))9 where G(l + n) is the 
Dedecker complex dependent on the parameter point y e i?00. The homology of 
the complexes F(/+ w), G(l + ri) are intimately related and will be the main 
object of our interest. 
The homology H\(G) of the above mentioned complex G(l + ri) of vector bundles 
is called the Dedecker homology of the system R™; it depends on y e R™ as a para-
meter. This is the only difference in regard of the purely algebraic theory of 
Section 4. Owing to the Section 5, we get also the Spencer (Hls(E)) and Koszul 
(H[(F)) homology of the system .R00; these concepts are known for a long time. 
We introduce the following definition: A system R™ is called of essential 
order :g 0, if H^i(G) = 0 for all /. (A motivation for this terminology will be 
explained in Appendix.) After Section 5, this property is equivalent with H[(F) = 0, 
which implies Hlg(F) = 0 (s ^ 1), cf. Section 7. We see that H[(G) s O ^ n - 1 ) 
for every system R™ of essential order ^ 0. A system R™ is called k-involutive 
if Hla(G) s 0 ( / ^ k). We shall deal only with Uinuolutive (in short: involutive) 
systems; in this case Hlg(G) s 0 (/ # 0 ) . (That means, H
l
s(F) = 0 (/ # 0), which 
is in agreement with the common terminology, cf. [4].) Observe that a system 
of essential order g 0 is allways involutive. This follows from the above result 
H[(G) E 0 . ( ^ n - 1 ) and from the identity Hln(G) & 0 (/ ^ 0) valid for every 
system, cf. Section 6. 
If R™ is an involutive system, then the families of vector spaces Hls(G) are in 
fact vector bundles over the base R™. One can easily prove this by considering 
the dimensions of kernels and images of the Dedecker differential in the complex 




which essentially simplify all investigations. 
DIRECT THEOREMS 
f 
13. Main lemma. Consider the following complexes: 
*..:'_ o-^y. ,0->-y l t l *...±vUa ->•<>, •-
w + ny. o -• yi,o -* yiti1 ->... ->.y£; -* o, 
¥((k + ri)): o - vft - ygj l ) ->•... - y^"> -» 0, 
T(l + ri) n «P((fc + ri)) : 0 -> ¥ % n ¥(& -* 
-»yitiln-Jtit)-*"--*yit;^-,,2i.:")-»o. 
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//J?00 is of essential order g 0, then the complexes Wi9 ..., *P(/ + n) n W(k + n) 
are exact (consequently: locally exact) with the only exception of the last but one 
term Wit„9 ..., W\
+H n ¥{*+*\ respectivily. If R™ is an involutive system, then all 
homology classes (consequently: all local homology classes) of s-forms appearing 
in the complexes Wi9 ..., W(l + n) n W(k + n) are representable by certain forms 
from the subspaces W°itS c WitS9 ^ c ^ , , W°itS n W?
+s) a W«+s\ W°u$n 
n W[+St n y<*
+f> c V\+; n ¥£+->, respectively. 
Proof: The assertion concerning the last complex is the strongest one, the 
other complexes arise by / -> oo or (and) k -* oo. But the case of the first two 
complexes is such simple that it will be treated separately as follows: 
The short exact sequence (12) of complexes gives the long exact sequence of 
homologies 
(18) ... - Hls^(r) - H[(W) - H
l
5
+1(W) ~+ Hl+1(r) - ... 
(Hls(W) is the homology of the complex W(l + n — s) in the term W
l
is). Owing 
to (13) and H\(r) = 0 (/ # 0), the sequence (18) reduces to the isomorphisms 
Hlt(W) = H\
+l(W) (I # 0) and the exact sequence 
(19) 0^H^(W)^H^(r)^Hli(W)^Hl+i(W)^0. . , ' " ' , 
So we have the isomorphisms Hl(W) = Hs(W) = ... and the surjection H*+i(W) -• 
-* Hl+i(W)9 which concludes the proof for the involutive case. (Note at this 
place, that we know the kernel of the above surjection. It consists of all dy e Hs+t(W)9 
where y e Wis satisfies j dy = 0, as follows from the definition of the connecting 
homomorphisms of (18).) If we deal with a system of essential order <£ 0, then 
Hg(r) == 0 (s # n) and the above exact sequence gives H5(W) = 0 (s ?-- n)9 the 
expected results. 
Turn to the complex W(l + n) n W((k + n)). Then the assertion may be proved 
by a more carefull diagram chasing in (12). We will proceed by induction on /; 
assume the assertion of the theorem being true for all I <L9 and verify the case 
/ = L. 
Choose q> e W\+S n W(it
+s) satisfying dq> = 0. We may also suppose that s # h 
(L + s > 0) if we treat the case of a system of essential order g 0 (an involutive 
system). Then)(p e rs
+s
9 d(jq>) = 0, and the coefficients of)<p calculated in a local 
coordinate system depend only on the variables x\ y{ (\I\ g k - L). Using 
a partion of unity in these variables and exactness of r(L + n), one can prove that 
there exists a section y e F^""1 with dy = j> and a form x e ^ - i 1 + s satisfying 
JX = y. Then, j(<p - dx) = J> - djx = j> -.3y = 0. Hence, $ = p - 5* e 
e <p£;l+I n !P£+-). Moreover, 5i> = d(<p - dx) = 0. We replace the form ? 
by the form ^ = <p - dx lying in the same homology class and use the induction 
assumption. 
14. Exterior powers of complexes. By example, the complex 
•P r :0- .«f r , o -^!P r , 1 -» . . . -*«P r , B - .0 
f 
is the r-fold exterior power of the complex Wi9 Wrs = £ A WltS (E.sf = s). Hence, 
the homology of Wr may be determined by using the adapted Kiinneth formulae 
H(Wr) « H(Wt)A ... A H(WX). Note that the usual Kiinneth formulae for com-
plexes Vi9 ...,.4ff of vector spaces reduces to the isomorphism H(%>x ® ... ® ^?r) = 
-= H(%i) ® ... ® H(f€r)9 because the functor Ext identically vanishes; the above 
adapted case may be obtained by alternation. 
After the results of the preceeding Section 13, Hls(Wr) == 0 (s # n) for the case 
of a system of essential order <£ 0, and all homology classes (local homology 
classes) from Hla(Wr) may be represented by certain forms lying in the space WrtS. 
Similar results for the exterior powers of the complexes W(l + n)9 W((lc + n))> 
W(l + n) n W((k -F n)) can be also obtained, but we shall not deal with them. 
15. Theorem. Denote by (4)~ the double complex arising from (4), if the terms 0rfS 
are replaced by WTfS and the result is considered only at the points of I?
00. All rows 
of(4)~ are locally exact. If R™ is of essential order <* 0, then all columns of(4)~ 
are locally exact with the exception of the term Wrn. IfR™ is an involutory system, 
then all homology classes appearing in the columns of(4)~ at the term WrtS may be 
represented by certain forms from the space W?a. 
Proof: We may follow rather closely [1], [2] omitting the easy details: (1) The 
rows of (4)" may be represented as direct sums of certain de Rham complexes, 
hence they are locally exact. (2) The first column is de Rham complex, hence is 
locally exact. (3) The assertion for the second column may be proved by a simple 
diagram chasing, provided the other columns are locally exact. (4) The main lemma 
solves the case of the third column. (5) The Section 14 solves the case of the sub-
sequent columns. 






for a form q> expressed as (1) in local coordinates. Choose an index /. The spaces 
of coefficients of dx1 of the above complex form an autonomous complex of the 
type 
0 - V) - {/'} --* {!/£• V|} --> MHh<h) -^ •••. 




Using the change co, «-*dy£, the above differential d exactly coincides with the 
exterior differential in the variables y\ (| / | ^ /); the variables xl are mere para-
meters. We have de Rham complex dependent on parameters. It is locally exact, 
also after the restriction on the manifold Rl. The local exactness of the complex 
(20) 0->Es->VOtS->WlfS->... 
follows by taking / -+ oo. 
16. Note. The above proof shows that the homology classes appearing in the sih 
row of (4) may be represented by the direct sum of I j copies of the homology 
space of the intersection of K00 with a fiber. Consequently, the rows are exact 
if these intersections are homologically trivial; this is the case of a linear system. 
If in addition the base B is also a homologically trivial space, and we deal with 
a system of essential order :g 0, then (4)" is an exact double complex, with the 
exception of the bottoms of the rows. This appears as a generalisation of the 
Tulczyjew result. 
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